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A Leg To Stand On
Fig. [for an argument or a case] to have no support. You may think you're in the right, but you don't have a leg to stand on. My lawyer said I
didn't have a leg to stand on, so I shouldn't sue the company. See also: have, leg, not, on, stand.

Have a leg to stand on - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
In A Leg to Stand On, it is Sacks himself who is the patient: an encounter with a bull on a desolate mountain in Norway has left him with a
severely damaged leg. But what should be a routine recuperation is actually the beginning of a strange medical journey when he finds that his
leg uncannily no longer feels part of his body.

A Leg to Stand On: Sacks, Oliver: 9780684853956: Amazon ...
In A Leg to Stand On, however, Sacks himself is the patient, and his dedicated attempt to transcribe every feeling—physical and
emotional—running through his head (and leg) causes the book to suffer. flag 1 like · Like · see review. Jan 23, 2008 Jan Dawson added it.
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A Leg to Stand On by Oliver Sacks - Goodreads
have a leg to stand on. If you say that someone does not have a leg to stand on, or hasn't got a leg to stand on, you mean that a statement or
claim they have made cannot be justified or proved . It's only my word against his, I know. So I don't have a leg to stand on. COBUILD
Advanced English Dictionary.

Have a leg to stand on definition and meaning | Collins ...
“In his superb 1984 memoir A Leg to Stand On, Dr. Sacks tells the story of an extraordinary experience he had atop a Norwegian mountain a
decade earlier, on “an afternoon of peculiar splendor, earth and air conspiring in beauty, radiant, tranquil, suffused in serenity,” many miles
from the nearest human being — an experience in which the only thing that stood between him and his death was music; an experience that
brought him not merely near death but in an intimate tango with it ...

A Leg to Stand On | Oliver Sacks, M.D. | Author ...
leg to stand on, doesn't have a/not a/without a; without a leg to stand on; wrap (oneself) in the flag; wrap yourself in the flag (one's) day in
court (from) top to toe; fairness; in (all) fairness (to one) in fairness; at (one's) doorstep

Not have a leg to stand on - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
With Peter Thomas, Rico G. Fragoso, Philip Keen, Joseph J. Petrosino. When a severed leg is found ...

"Forensic Files" A Leg to Stand On (TV Episode 2003) - IMDb
This is a long long 13 month old story, with a lot of relevant background in relation to myself and my past experiences (victim of violent crimes
by men a few times) and also with regards to my mental health diagnosis.

Have I a legal leg to stand on or should I wind my neck in ...
not have a leg to stand on to have no good arguments to support your position: They settled the lawsuit because they did not have a leg to
stand on. (Definition of not have a leg to stand on from the Cambridge Academic Content Dictionary © Cambridge University Press)

NOT HAVE A LEG TO STAND ON | meaning in the Cambridge ...
Idioms: 1. a leg to stand on, factual support for one's claims or arguments. 2. a leg up, an added advantage, help, or means of
encouragement. 3. leg it, to walk rapidly or run.

A leg to stand on - definition of a leg to stand on by The ...
Jethro Tull 2001 A Leg to Stand on Tour Shirt Size Large. Please make sure to compare measurements for proper fitment as with all clothing,
and especially vintage clothing sizing may vary. Measurements: Pit to Pit: 21" Shoulder to Hem: 27"
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Jethro Tull 2001 A Leg to Stand on Tour Shirt Size Large ...
In A Leg to Stand On, it is Sacks himself who is the patient: an encounter with a bull on a desolate mountain in Norway has left him with a
severely damaged leg. But what should be a routine recuperation is actually the beginning of a strange medical journey when he finds that his
leg uncannily no longer feels like part of his body.

A Leg to Stand On by Oliver Sacks, M.D.: 9780593311004 ...
Without a leg to stand on But you know that I can't let go And there ain't nothing left to show Got the feeling I can't say no Without a leg to
stand on

Buckingham Nicks – Without a Leg to Stand On Lyrics ...
Don't have a leg to stand on Posted by Karen on October 10, 2008 at 09:51. Where did the idiom "you don't have a leg to stand on" come
from? Don't have a leg to stand on ESC 11/October/08 ESC 11/October/08

Don't have a leg to stand on - phrase meaning and origin
Does the NHL Have a Leg to Stand On When it Comes to its Demands? Even though the league's bargaining gambit is "exceptional and
unusual," this has more to do with financial realities than it does ...

Does the NHL Have a Leg to Stand On When it Comes to its ...
In A Leg To Stand On, one of Dr. Sacks’ most personal works, this disturbing experience is the starting point of a fascinating journey through
the mysteries of perception, the physical substance of our identities, and the experience of being a patient.

Amazon.com: A Leg to Stand On eBook: Sacks, Oliver: Kindle ...
Turning her face against the blindingly obvious, Helen McEntee stood her ground and stuck grimly to her threadbare lines, holding up
extremely well for someone with barely a leg to stand on.
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